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Executive Summary
Since the original construction of the Turning Mill neighborhood beginning in the late 1950s
through the late 1960s, residents have enjoyed the woodland setting, the creative and thoughtful
architecture as well as a strong community bond. These characteristics endured largely untouched for
nearly 50 years. Eventually, by the early 21st century, the economic prosperity and accelerating pace of
reconstruction in town began to cause neighbors concern about what could be done to preserve the
unique neighborhood character for the longer term.
After a series of neighborhood meetings beginning in December 2015, a petition from neighbors in
the Turning Mill neighborhood was submitted to the Lexington Historical Commission. The petition
requested that a Study Committee be appointed for the purpose of determining the appropriateness of a
Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District (NCD) as allowed by Chapter 78: Neighborhood
Conservation Districts (the NCD enabling bylaw).
The NCD enabling bylaw requires that the Study Committee, via an NCD Study Committee Report,
describes the significance of the “architectural, aesthetic, cultural, political, economic, social and/or
historical qualities” of the NCD Area or provide a “description of the cohesiveness of the NCD Area in
terms of scale, size, type of construction, materials, style or age”. The findings of the study report are
that the Turning Mill neighborhood fully meets both the criteria of significance and cohesiveness,
resulting in a strong qualification for the designation of a Neighborhood Conservation District.
Historical, Architectural, and Social Significance
Historical
For much of the town’s history, the land on which Turning Mill neighborhood is developed was part
of a sparsely-settled area of agriculture, pasture and woodland. There was a turning (woodworking) mill
on Grove Street operated by the Simmonds Family. Due to its natural earth pigments, the area land was
used as a paint mine, which is now protected as part of the Paint Mine Conservation Area. In addition,
the Paint Mine Conservation Area protects the remnants of an early cart-path along and structures
related to agriculture which include stone walls and Hennessey barn, an early 20th century stable.
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Architectural
The Turning Mill Neighborhood was developed between 1955 and 1967 and originally planned to
contain only Techbuilt homes, which were designed by architect and MIT Faculty Member Carl Koch.
In the end, the neighborhood was developed with three distinct architectural styles. All three styles are
considered architecturally significant and stylistically Mid-Century Modern.
Techbuilt homes were conceived as low-cost, semi-factory built modern-style homes, which used
modular construction. Although popular as a design, the business model faltered beginning around 1957
so that only two of the planned six phases of development were completed. The Turning Mill Techbuilt
development is the only one in Lexington and is an important example of Carl Koch’s vision to quickly
and efficiently construct well-designed and affordable housing in the post-war suburban boom.
Architectural Planning Associates of Boston designed homes in a second sector of the
development. Their house designs took three main forms: Turning Mill Raised Ranch, Turning Mill
Split-level and Chalet. These houses are distinct for their elongated raised ranch form with overhanging
eaves and cantilevered canopies and the split-level distinctive asymmetrical gable front. The Chalets
have symmetrical gable fronts with a second story balcony. The Architectural Planning Associates
designs are significant because of the unified expression of mid-century modern design that defers to
Koch’s architectural intent.
The third design response aimed at providing quality suburban design at a reasonable price was the
Walter Pierce’s award winning, split-level design known as the Peacock Farm House. The Peacock
Farm style house is the dominant style built in the section of the neighborhood called “Upper Turning
Mill”. The model house is roughly 1,800 SF on three levels with an open plan divided functionally.
Distinctive architectural features include large horizontal bands of windows, a low-pitch roof with one
slope longer than the other, broadly overhanging eaves displaying exposed beams and stained vertical
cedar siding. The Peacock Farm house was replicated in five subdivisions in Lexington following the
success of the first Peacock Farm neighborhood in East Lexington. The Peacock Farm neighborhoods
have been recognized as eligible for National Register listing.
Perhaps the most architecturally significant aspect of the Turning Mill neighborhood is the
uniqueness of three mid-century modern, architect-designed developments built at the same time,
adjacent to one another. With respect to the style and significant size, it is the only specimen in New
England.
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Social
When it was constructed, the Turning Mill development was popular with young professional
buyers, many of whom moved to Lexington from other communities in Massachusetts as a result of the
growing technology industry. From the beginning, the residents of the neighborhood bonded as a
community to protect the open space at the Paint Mine Conservation Area and, later, the land that
ultimately became the Landlocked Forest. The creation of the Paint Rock Community Pool in 1960 was
also a result of community action and cooperation, when neighbors contributed funds to build a
swimming pool on land donated by the subdivision’s developer.
Description of Cohesiveness
Of the 158 houses in the NCD Area, only 12 are not consistent with the surrounding
contemporary/modernist houses, meaning only 8% of the houses diverge from the dominant design
aesthetic. All the consistent houses share the modernist/contemporary design as well as consistent
materials (wood frame construction with paneled and masonry accents), scale (one-, one and a half and
two-story height) and size (2,000 +/- square feet) on lots averaging 37,000 square feet. By age, almost
all were built in a 10-year span between 1954 and 1964 and most of those that post-date 1964 have the
same aesthetic as the homes built earlier.
In terms of land use patterns and landscaping, Turning Mill houses consistently follow a naturalistic
approach that embraces the area’s topography with rock ledges and outcrops retained and houses sited to
conform to the contours.
Description of Authority of NCD Commission
In this report there is a proposed bylaw, which would guide the Turning Mill NCD Commission in
administering the NCD if the designation is approved.
The two main characteristics residents of the neighborhood have collectively identified that the NCD
should preserve are:
•
•

the compatible scale, materials and design of the homes in the NCD Area in the cases of
demolition, construction and alteration and
the retention of the natural woodland setting of the neighborhood with respect to privacy of
abutters, wildlife and the general informal and natural setting.

The details of the proposed Turning Mill NCD bylaw are in sections V & VI (pp. 22-38) of this
report.
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Conclusion
The findings of the Study Report are that the Turning Mill neighborhood fully meets both the criteria
of significance and cohesiveness, resulting in a strong qualification for the designation of an NCD. The
Report recommends that the Turning Mill Neighborhood should be designated as an NCD.
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I. The Turning Mill NCD Study Area
The Turning Mill neighborhood is located at the northwestern corner of the Town of Lexington and
comprises 158 single family dwellings primarily constructed in the first two decades following World
War II. Bounded on the south by Route 95/128 (“Yankee Division Highway”), on the east by the
Burlington town line and 250 acres of open space/conservation land in the Town of Burlington along
Massachusetts Route 3, and on the west by residential construction along Robinson Road and Grove
Street, the Turning Mill neighborhood covers approximately 125 acres. Turning Mill Road runs through
the neighborhood, with smaller streets extending off that main axis. At Mountain Road, off Turning Mill
Road, a corridor of open space bisects the neighborhood into a northern and southern portion. The
corridor, which contains utility transmission lines and 78 acres of protected conservation land (Simond’s
Brook Conservation Area), along with the 48-acre Paint Mine Conservation Area (which includes the
Hennessey Field and Barn), is zoned GC (government/conservation). Simond’s Brook and Paint Mine
Conservation Areas adjoin at Grove Street, creating a significant amenity for the surrounding residential
neighborhood, which is zoned RO (single family residential).
The Turning Mill neighborhood reflects two strands of Lexington’s mid-century modern residential
history. The area now known simply as “Turning Mill” began in 1955 as a single large six-section
subdivision, Middle Ridge, to be developed with Carl Koch’s prefabricated/modular Techbuilt houses.
Only the first two sections, lying south of the utility/conservation corridor, were completed as planned.
While remaining sections of the original Middle Ridge in the southern portion eventually filled in,
Techbuilt’s financial difficulties caused the northern sections to be sold in 1957. These were then
developed as Upper Turning Mill by Edward Green and Harmon White of Benjamin Franklin Homes
using Lexington architect Walter Pierce’s award-winning “Peacock Farm”-style design. Thus, the
neighborhood uniquely combines two major forms of mid-century modern housing design, along with
several contemporary variants (see Property Data, Appendix D).
The Middle Ridge area, to the south, is the only subdivision in town developed with Techbuilt-style
houses while the Upper Turning Mill (northern) portion reflects designs that appeared as well in four
other planned subdivisions in town. Interspersed with these two predominant designs are other examples
of prefabricated and standardized housing, as well as individually-designed houses by other Boston-area
modernist designers and firms. As used in this report, unless the context otherwise requires, "Turning
Mill" includes both the Middle Ridge and Upper Turning Mill sections of the neighborhood.
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The distinctiveness of the area’s modernist character is apparent as soon as one turns off Grove
Street onto either end of the jug-handle formed by Turning Mill Road, the “spine” that links both
sections. The shared aesthetic of modern architecture in a woodland setting gives the area a selfcontained sense of destination which is reinforced by the highways that bound it on two sides.
The neighborhood is one of nine planned residential subdivisions in Lexington that reflect the
distinctive tenets of mid-20th-century modernism. Lexington’s modernist subdivisions have been
recognized as eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places as part of the “Mid Century
Houses of Lexington, Massachusetts” Multiple Property Submission (accepted 11/21/2012). Two of the
town’s nine “mid-century modern” neighborhoods, Peacock Farm and Six Moon Hill, are listed as
historic districts on the National Register (Peacock Farm, listed 11/21/2012; Six Moon Hill, listed
1/19/2016).
Although Turning Mill is not (yet) listed on the National Register (NR), the “umbrella” Multiple
Property Submission listing establishes salient characteristics for this resource type that are wellrepresented in the Turning Mill neighborhood (see Mid-Century Modern Design Sources, Appendix F).
Among the characteristics required for NR listing that are present at Turning Mill are standard-design,
prefabricated design, and individually designed houses in the Mid-Century Modern style, along with
planned provisions for shared amenities (Paint Rock Community Pool), and the retention of a rocky,
uneven topography that provides a naturalistic setting for the houses to be fitted into the terrain. The
terrain augments a sense of variety and privacy that is softened by native and introduced trees, shrubs,
and understory plantings to create a varied woodland setting. The integrity of this collection and its
setting indicates that should NR listing be sought, it is unquestionable that the neighborhood would meet
NR eligibility criteria as a historic district.
While NR listing would confer limited protections through state and federal statutes for possible
adverse impacts from state or federally licensed, funded, or permitted activities (such as, for example,
changes to the I-95/128 and Route 3 corridors), there are no protections for the Turning Mill
neighborhood to stem the effects of demolition or incompatible new construction. To address the
potential loss of the neighborhood’s distinctive characteristics, in 2016 a group of residents petitioned
for study of the neighborhood as a possible Neighborhood Conservation District under the Town of
Lexington’s newly-adopted Neighborhood Conservation District Bylaw, Chapter 78 (see Neighborhood
Property Owner Petition, Appendix C).
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The Turning Mill residents first came together in the winter of 2016 to discuss the possibility of
establishing a Neighborhood Conservation District (NCD). Concerned by the demolition and
replacement of 56 Turning Mill Road and the impending demolition of a foreclosed property at 33
Partridge Road, as well as by the town’s lucrative real estate market and the lack of meaningful
preservation protection, many felt that the unique architectural and natural features of the neighborhood
were at risk.
Following preliminary, informal neighborhood discussions (see Chronology of Pre-petition
Neighborhood Meetings, Appendix A, and Pre-petition Meeting Flyers, Appendix B), a petition was
circulated to request that an NCD study be initiated. That petition was filed and on July 16, 2016, the
Lexington Historical Commission voted to accept the petition and initiate a study. The Turning Mill
NCD Study Committee was appointed by Town Manager Carl Valente in November, 2016 and on
November 15, 2016, the Study Committee convened the first of a series of public meetings and hearings
to conduct a study to determine whether an NCD for the Turning Mill neighborhood would be
appropriate.
This report is a statement of the findings of the Study Committee. It recommends the acceptance of
Turning Mill as a Neighborhood Conservation District based on its integrity as a neighborhood. Its
distinctive character is evident in the history of its development, in its natural and architectural features,
and in the sense of identity and cohesiveness that has motivated its residents to pursue designation as
Lexington’s first NCD.
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II. Threats to the Turning Mill Neighborhood
Starting in 1956, the Turning Mill neighborhood developed in two major subdivisions (Middle
Ridge, 1956-1961, and Upper Turning Mill, 1957-1967) and was almost fully built out with MidCentury Modern style houses by 1970. Of the 158 houses in the neighborhood, 146 are modernist
designs and only 13 houses post-date 1970.
While many houses have been enlarged, or modified since their original construction, from 1970 to
2000 the style and scale of additions, alterations, and the limited infill construction that occurred
conformed to the dominant character of the existing properties. There was very little demolition. One of
the few houses lost was 24 Demar Road, a Devon 361 Techbuilt model replaced with an architectdesigned “shed Modern” house1 in 1997. Topography was retained and there was no clear-cutting of
sites or radical changes in grade. Turnover among residents was gradual, as many original residents
raised their families and stayed on through their retirement years.
In 2000, that stability shifted when a developer demolished the 1962 house at 28 Partridge Road
(one of the model Turning Mill split level houses, and unaltered from its original construction) and built
a Norman/neo-Colonial style house approximately three times the square footage of the neighboring
houses. The loss of this home prompted the Lexington Historical Commission to expand its survey of
the neighborhood, first surveyed in 1984 as part of the Lexington Comprehensive Cultural Resources
Survey (Survey), with an amended inventory form for Middle Ridge and a new inventory form for
Upper Turning Mill. Inclusion of the neighborhood on the Survey gave properties included in the area
forms the protection of the demolition delay moratorium under the town’s Demolition Delay Bylaw,
Chapter 19.
While the 2008 market crash slowed the threat of demolitions, it exposed several area houses to
disinvestment and foreclosure. One, a 1959 Peacock Farm style house at 56 Turning Mill Road, went
through demolition review, with a delay imposed by the Historical Commission. The owner demolished
the house in 2015 when the delay expired. The replacement structure attempts to follow the MidCentury Modern design precedents of the neighborhood, but exhibits many inconsistencies with those

1

A Field Guide to American Houses (p. 484, Virginia and Lee McAlester, 1984) defines the “shed Modern” house as “an

outgrowth of the designs . . . of several creative architects, among them Charles Moore and Robert Venturi.” The McAlester
guide states “they appear to be assembled from two or more gabled and shed-roofed forms joined together,” hence the name
“shed Modern.”
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precedents. It is taller than is typical, with an integrated two-car garage projecting off the façade
elevation, rather than in a subsidiary position to the main house. It lacks the distinctive exposed beams at
the eave, the design orientation and massing is vertical rather than emphasizing the horizontal elements,
the gable roof is symmetrically pitched, and its tripartite windows are stacked rather than banded.
By 2014, the real estate market was reviving. Because of the modest size of the Turning Mill homes
(most average 2000 square feet), their larger than typically-sized lots (averaging 35,700 square feet), the
sale of houses as original owners passed on, and the lack of any permanent preservation protection, the
distinctive character of the Turning Mill neighborhood was at risk again. Despite a desire to see existing
homes retained and preserved, the NCD proponents acknowledge that some houses will have
experienced severe deferred maintenance or face exceptional environmental hardships that may make
repair infeasible and unrealistic. One house, at 33 Partridge Road, was approved for demolition
following Historical Commission review having become irreparable during an extended foreclosure, and
once the new owner, working informally with neighbors, developed a compatible replacement.
Most recently, Turning Mill neighborhood concerns converged with town-wide efforts to assess the
impacts of tear-downs and mansionization on the character of Lexington as a whole. In July 2015, the
Lexington Planning Board formed a Residential Policy Committee (RPC) to explore possible tools the
community could use to better manage the rapid re-development taking place. Among other initiatives,
the Committee studied the potential of establishing a Neighborhood Conservation District enabling
bylaw. Neighbors from Turning Mill Neighborhood participated in the RPC and gave input to the
framing of an NCD enabling bylaw in various community forums. The RPC brought the NCD enabling
bylaw to 2016 Annual Town Meeting, which adopted the bylaw on March 23, 2016.
After initial informal conversations at neighborhood social events beginning in 2015, a small group
of residents organized a series of coffees at various homes to delve more deeply into the interest of the
neighborhood for an NCD. After getting positive feedback that the majority wanted to conserve the
neighborhood character, discussion began to focus on identifying priority characteristics to preserve and
using the NCD mechanism to preserve them. Discussions culminated in a larger and slightly more
formal group discussion in May 2016, where the group participated in a post-it note exercise to define
the priority characteristics (see Figure 1: Summary of Priority Characteristics). The post-it note exercise
showed that the naturalistic, woodland setting of the neighborhood, the consistent Mid-Century Modern
architectural character of the houses, and the relatively modest size and scale of existing houses set on
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larger lots (characterized as “responsible” homes), and the privacy of the siting of those homes, were a
shared priority of residents.
By June 2016, the Turning Mill neighbors had drafted an NCD study petition, obtained ten
signatures, and submitted it for Historical Commission consideration. At a July 20, 2016, public hearing,
the Commission voted to accept the petition and request the Town Manager to form a Study Committee
to determine the appropriateness of designating the Turning Mill neighborhood as an NCD.

Figure 1: Summary of Priority Characteristics
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Figure 2: 1889 Geo. H. Walker atlas of Lexington and Bedford (Edwin B. Worthen collection, Cary
Memorial Library)
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III. Turning Mill NCD Area Criteria Statements
The enabling by-law, Chapter 78-3, D., requires an NCD Study Committee to include in its Report a
statement of the significant architectural, aesthetic, cultural, political, economic, social and/or historical
qualities of the NCD Area, or to provide a description of the cohesiveness of the NCD Area in terms of
scale, size, type of construction, materials, style, or age.
As directed by Chapter 78, the Turning Mill NCD Study Committee finds the NCD Area significant
for its architectural, cultural, social, and historical qualities as stated below.

A. Architectural, cultural, social and historical significance
Historical significance
For much of the town’s history, the land on which the Turning Mill neighborhood developed was
part of a sparsely-settled area of agricultural, pasture, and woodland in the north of town. Grove Street
was the only road through the northwestern corner of the town and connected with similarly open land
to the west in Bedford and north in Burlington. The 1889 Geo. H. Walker atlas (see Figure 2) of
Lexington shows just four structures along Grove Street. The land in this area was part of a larger 200acre parcel that Roger Shaw sold to William Simonds and Michael Brown in 1655 for 10 pounds.
The Simonds family retained the land for seven generations until the mid-1940s. The extent of the
Simonds’ family’s interests in this area is demonstrated as well in the several Simonds family properties
shown on the 1889 map standing north and east of Grove Street in the Town of Burlington. Today, only
two buildings associated with the Simonds family survive: the 1732 Joseph Simonds House at 9
Burlington Street (heavily altered) and the 1795/1810 Simonds Tavern at 329 Bedford Street, however,
the neighborhood’s many surviving agricultural-era stone walls stand as relics of its early history.
Remnants of an early cartpath, parts of which were improved as present-day Robinson and Grimes
roads, have been preserved in the Paint Mine Conservation Area along with structures related to
agriculture including stone walls and the Hennessey barn, an early 20th century stable. (This cartpath
also crosses 45 Turning Mill Road and winds into the linear open space buffer that runs along the town
boundary.)
The Simonds family gave the area its name, Turning Mill, as in the 19th century, Ebenezer Simonds
(1795-1867) owned and ran a turning (woodworking) mill on Grove Street (near present day Tidd
Circle) powered by a dam on a tributary of Kiln Brook. (Before construction of Route 128, Turning Mill
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Road ran to Grove Street terminating near Tidd Circle.) Demar Road likewise is named for John T.
Demar (1834-1896), a farmer and Simonds Farm foreman married to Fidelia Simonds and one-time
owner of the 1823 James Locke House at 37 Grove Street. After the death of the last of the Simonds
family, Franklin P. Simonds (1856-1921), the 237-acre Simonds Farm was offered for sale for $75,000.
[http://www.carylibrary.org/worthen/exhibit4/e41614a.htm] Sale of the Simonds property, on which
Franklin had kept and bred dairy cattle, appears to have taken place over many years, and portions were
still being sold for development in the late 1940s.
In addition to grazing and woodworking, another early use of the land in the Turning Mill
neighborhood was the Bowen Harrington paint mine, whose “discovery” Lexington historian Charles
Hudson in 1868 reported “bids fair to prove a valuable article” (History of the Town of Lexington, p.
465). The natural earth pigment, a yellow ochre, was found in Simond’s Woods, and while it did not
realize its early promise, the location is now protected as the Paint Mine Conservation Area.
The Turning Mill neighborhood contains open space areas and natural features, as well as surviving
historic landscape structures that are significant and contribute to an understanding of Lexington’s
history of agriculture and the role prominent families like the Simonds family played in shaping this part
of the town.
Architectural and Cultural Significance
Middle Ridge (1955-1967)
(text excerpted from Area Form I Lexington Comprehensive Cultural Resources Survey)
As previously noted, the Turning Mill area was originally planned as one single large subdivision
called “Middle Ridge.” Middle Ridge was originally conceived and designed in 1955 by architect and
Massachusetts Institute of Technology faculty member Carl Koch (1912-1998) in partnership with W.
Rupert McLaurin, an MIT economics professor, as a neighborhood of affordable, well-designed homes
featuring Koch’s semi-prefabricated “Techbuilt” homes.
Koch was a passionate believer in pre-fabrication and the potential of innovative building
technologies and materials to provide quickly constructed, inexpensive, flexible living spaces.

First

introduced in 1953, his Techbuilt house was a low-cost, semi-factory built modern style house which
used modular construction. The Techbuilt house was based on a consistent four-foot-wide module for all
major building components such as walls, floors, and roof panels. The pieces were delivered by truck
and could be erected in a few days. Techbuilt homes, which included both one and two story models,
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were characterized by simplicity of shape; pitched roofs and overhanging eaves and the extensive use of
glass, especially on the wide, glazed gable ends. The exteriors of the houses were typically clad in
vertical cedar siding with panels between the stories. Techbuilt houses incorporated various structural
innovations including the use of modular prefabricated stressed-skin panels rather than conventional
framing and the use of steel posts and wooden beams for support rather than load bearing walls. In
keeping with Techbuilt philosophy, the houses were typically set into a natural and wooded landscape.
In some cases, the owners also purchased carports or garages.
Popular and successful as a design, the business model for Techbuilt faltered beginning around 1957.
At Middle Ridge, ultimately, the Techbuilt Corporation was only involved in the construction of the first
two phases of what was planned as a six-phase development. These homes, in sections 1 and 2, located
on Demar Road and at the southern end of Turning Mill Road, comprise 38 of the 95 contemporary style
houses in the southern half of the neighborhood. The remaining homes in that section adopted a similar
modernist design vocabulary but were designed by another firm, Architectural Planning Associates
(Sanford R. Greenfield and Paul J. Carroll) for Eugene C. Roberts of Wayland, Mass., d/b/a Holiday
Homes and Tricorn Homes, between 1963 and 1967.
These houses take three main forms: the Turning Mill Raised Ranch, the Turning Mill Split-Level,
and a chalet form. The elongated raised ranch form features overhanging eaves and cantilevered
canopies at the entrance, while the split levels, all oriented to the street, have a distinctive asymmetrical
gable front. The chalets, of which only three exist, have symmetrical gable fronts with a second story
balcony. While little is known of Greenfield and Carroll’s firm, Sanford Greenfield had a long academic
career as director the Boston Architectural Center’s architecture school and dean of the New Jersey
Institute of Technology’s architecture school. The Holiday Homes/Tricorn Homes include houses on
Demar Road, Turning Mill Road, Partridge Road and Jeffrey Terrace.
As the only Techbuilt subdivision in Lexington, and despite its failure in purely economic terms,
Middle Ridge is architecturally and culturally significant as an important example of Carl Koch’s vision
to quickly and efficiently construct well-designed and affordable housing in the post-War suburban
boom. The consistent design vocabulary in which the remainder of Middle Ridge was built out by
Holiday Homes/Tricorn Homes and Architectural Planning Associates provides for a unified expression
of mid-century modern design that in large measure defers to Koch’s architectural intent and thus
contributes to the significance of Middle Ridge.
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Upper Turning Mill (1957-1961)
(text excerpted from Area Form AN, Lexington Comprehensive Cultural Resources Survey)
The Upper Turning Mill Road area represents another, and arguably more successful, design
response to providing good quality suburban design at a reasonable price in the post-World War II era.
Upper Turning Mill includes 47 contemporary-style houses constructed between 1957 and 1961 on
Dewey Road, Gould Road, Grimes Road and Turning Mill Road north of the utility/conservation
corridor. The slightly later Upper Turning Mill houses were built using architect Walter Pierce’s award
winning, split-level design known as the “Peacock Farm House.” The earliest houses in the Upper
Turning Mill Road were 5 Dewey and 7 Gould, constructed in 1957, with the latest of the “Peacock
Farm” type houses in the neighborhood completed in 1961.
The Peacock Farm house contained roughly 1,800 square feet on three levels, with an open plan
layout which separated activities by their anticipated noise levels. The three-level interior was divided
functionally with three bedrooms and one and one half or two bathrooms on the top level, living room,
dining room, kitchen and main entrance on the middle level and a playroom, utility room and/or garage
(convertible to two additional bedrooms) on the lower level. Interior features included a distinctive
fireplace wall separating the entrance hall and living room, sloping ceilings, and exposed beams. From
the exterior, the brick chimney is visible through the clerestory windows.
Character-defining exterior features include a low-pitch roof with one slope longer than the other,
broadly overhanging eaves which display exposed beams, and stained vertical cedar siding. Fenestration
consists of horizontal bands of windows, often integrating fixed and operable casement sashes.
Separating the bands of windows on the upper levels of the façade are plywood panels. Some of the
lower level windows are covered by a wooden screen of horizontal lathing.
Like Koch’s Techbuilt houses, the Peacock Farm house represented an experiment in good design at
the subdivision level, but in Lexington, the Peacock Farm house was replicated in five subdivisions
following the success of the original neighborhood in East Lexington, created by Lexington architect
Walter Pierce (1920-2013) and his partner Danforth Compton (1920-1955). After Compton’s death,
Pierce entered a licensing agreement with Newton, Mass., developers Edward Green and Harmon White
to construct additional subdivisions around the town. At Upper Turning Mill, Green and White,
operating as Benjamin Franklin Homes and Lexland Construction Corporation and using Pierce and
Compton’s Peacock Farm house, expanded and realized the vision laid down by Techbuilt for a
residential enclave of good modern design at affordable prices in a setting that preserved the natural
17

topography and took advantage of existing vegetation. Upper Turning Mill is significant as one of
Lexington’s five Peacock Farm neighborhoods, which have been recognized as eligible for National
Register listing.
Social Significance
As was true of Lexington’s other subdivisions of this era, both sections of the Turning Mill
neighborhood were popular with young professional buyers, many of whom were lured to the area by a
growth of technology employment. Directories indicate that within the neighborhood, the original
households were all comprised of male earners with their spouses listed as housewives. The typical
resident was in his/her thirties. Nearly all moved to the neighborhood from other communities in
Massachusetts, with lesser numbers moving from other states. Their occupations included physicians,
engineers, scientists, and other professionals.
Among the aspirations shared by architects Carl Koch, Walter Pierce, and Danforth Compton, and
by the businessmen who supported these subdivisions, including Rupert McLaurin and the Green and
White company, was the hope that through good design and shared amenities (such as the community
swimming pools at both Peacock Farm and Turning Mill), a sense of community values would arise.
This NCD study, as well as other efforts to preserve not just the physical character of the neighborhood
but also the social network of residents who gathered for block parties, trick or treating, and other group
events, demonstrates that this goal has, to a large extent, been realized at Turning Mill. An example of
this sense of shared values can be seen in the efforts residents have taken to protect the natural setting of
their community.
Beginning in 1960, residents began to protect open space at the Paint Mine Conservation Area, with
town meeting voting to acquire the parcels that now constitute that area. Later in the 1960s, a threat to
the prized and valued woodland setting both within and north of the town line motivated a group to
move against attempts to develop an adjacent parcel of 248 acres of land in the Town of Burlington.
When that land was rezoned by Burlington from residential to industrial, real estate developers sought to
create access into the Burlington land by improving the historic cart path between 2 Grimes and 45
Turning Mill roads. The neighborhood organized to prevent the creation of the access road, and in 1971,
the Lexington Town Meeting voted to “take a narrow conservation strip of land behind Partridge and
Turning Mill Roads…” This strip effectively blocked further development of the Burlington
conservation land, now known as “The Landlocked Forest” and recently again rezoned by Burlington as
open space. Finally, in 2000, Hennessey Field, first acquired by the town in 1962, was incorporated into
18

the Paint Mine Conservation Area. With an early 20th century barn, surviving stone walls, and the
remnants of the Robinson Road cart path, Hennessey Field contains historic structures as well as
protected open space.
Another example of community action was the creation of the Paint Rock Community Pool. In
1960/1961, Eugene Roberts, the developer responsible for completion of the Middle Ridge subdivision,
offered to donate land for a neighborhood swimming pool as an added incentive in marketing the houses.
Originally proposed at 20 Partridge Road, site plans were modified to provide for a pool at 13 Partridge
Road. Following a series of discussions on how to manage pool membership, it was decided to limit
membership to people living on the seven contiguous streets to the pool where Roberts’ houses were
being built: Partridge, Turning Mill, Demar, Jeffrey Terrace, Grimes, Gould, and Dewey. Nearly all the
100 eligible families purchased membership bonds, an attorney developed rules and regulations for a
pool association, and a contractor was hired to build the pool, which opened in 1962. The pool, whose
membership has expanded over the years, has been an important catalyst in neighbors getting to know
each other over the years.
These collective actions to protect open space and create formal organizations to bring the
neighborhood into community demonstrate a keen sense of commitment that fulfills the ideals the
architects and developers of the area hoped their projects would instill. Turning Mill is thus significant
in the social history of the town for its community activism and cohesion over the years.

B. Description of Cohesiveness
Chapter 78-3, D. (2) directs an NCD study committee to evaluate the appropriateness of an NCD
designation that includes a description of the NCD Area’s cohesiveness of “scale, size, type of
construction, materials or style or age of its buildings and structures, or its land use patterns and
landscaping.”
Of the 158 houses of the NCD Area, only 12 are not consistent with the surrounding 146
contemporary/modernist houses, meaning that only 8% of the houses in the NCD Area diverge from the
dominant design aesthetic. That dominant design aesthetic consists of five major Mid-Century Modern
style house types: the Techbuilt, Peacock Farm, chalet, Turning Mill Raised Ranch, and Turning Mill
Split-level. The seven houses not consistent with the modernist aesthetic are:
•

30 Dewey Road (1959, garrison colonial),

•

31 Dewey Road (1912, Farmhouse with significant additions),
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•

32 Dewey Road (1967, Garrison Colonial),

•

21 Dewey Road (2011, Colonial)

•

21A Dewey Road (2011, Colonial)

•

28 Partridge Road (2000, Norman/neo-Colonial),

•

33 Partridge Road (2017, TBD)

•

3 Turning Mill Road (1972, gambrel cape),

•

43 Turning Mill Road (2000, neo-Colonial), and

•

56 Turning Mill Road (2015, see p. 6 for description).

•

7 Mountain Road (1800s Farmhouse moved in 1978 from New Hampshire)

•

11 Mountain Road (1960, Cape/Gambrel)

Measured in terms of age, or date of construction, just 13 houses (8%) post-date 1970, and of those,
seven reflect contemporary design variants.2 Newer houses that display a variation on contemporary or
“Modern” design that differs from the five dominant house types include:
•

24 Demar (1997, “shed Modern,” Dan Sullivan, architect);

•

24 Dewey (1972, Acorn House);

•

26 Dewey (1971, “shed Modern,” original designer unknown);

•

28 Dewey (1974, “shed Modern,” original designer unknown);

•

35 Turning Mill (1976, Stanmar Leisure Homes design); and

•

37 Turning Mill (1975, “shed Modern,” Jack Sarness, designer with Larry Butler, owner).

The Area’s Techbuilt, Peacock Farm, and the Turning Mill variants were all architect-designed, but
they used standardized designs. In addition to those standard designs, four individually architectdesigned pre-1970 houses also conform well to the Turning Mill design aesthetic. These include:
•

18 Turning Mill Road (1960, Henneberg & Henneberg),

•

24 Turning Mill (1963, Kenneth Redmond, Stanley Myers Office),

•

20 Partridge (1967, Lucy Rapperport) and

•

30 Turning Mill (1961, Lucy Rapperport).

Harvard GSD-trained Lincoln, MA architect Lucy Rapperport (1931- ) is the only woman architect
associated with houses in the neighborhood. Finally, there is one early ranch house (28 Turning Mill)
2

The four post-1970 houses in designs other than contemporary are 28 Partridge and 3, 43, and 56 Turning Mill roads,

previously cited as inconsistent with the predominant modernist character of the NCD Area.
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constructed in 1957 to plans of Scholz Homes, Toledo, OH, described as a “California Contemporary,
plan 11063.”
All the houses in the Turning Mill NCD Area, except for the 12 non-conforming houses already
cited, share modernist/contemporary styling and design as well as consistent materials (wood frame
construction, with paneled and masonry accents), scale (one-, one-and-a-half, and two-story height), and
size (2000+/- square feet) on lots averaging 37,000 square feet. By age, almost all were built in a tight
10-year span between 1954 and 1964 and most of those post-dating 1964 display the same aesthetic.
Only four houses have, to date, been lost to demolition3 . A review of permits for alterations to
Turning Mill houses (see Alteration Permit Data, Appendix E) revealed that common alterations to the
houses included carport and garage additions and conversions, porch additions and enclosures, and
expansion of living space (kitchens, family rooms, bedrooms, and baths).
In terms of land use patterns and landscaping, Turning Mill houses follow a naturalistic approach
that takes advantage of the area’s upland topography, with rock ledges and outcrops retained and houses
sited to conform to the existing contours. Fencing and formal plantings and lawns are minimized, with
native species supplemented by evergreen and woodland understory trees and shrubs. Except for the
Turning Mill Split-levels (mostly on Partridge Road), houses are not aligned to their street frontage.
Privacy is gained through use of screening plantings for the most part and stands of oak, beech, white
pine and maple provide mature tree cover. As the tree canopy and added plantings have matured, the
siting and orientation of the houses to fit topography has enhanced the element of privacy on each
property. Screenings planting, rather than fencing, shields views into neighboring houses. Property
boundaries are not obvious, and lawns are minimized.
In sum, the Turning Mill NCD Area exhibits a strongly cohesive appearance in scale, size, type of
construction, materials, style, age, land use patterns, and landscaping. This report finds that the Turning
Mill NCD Area has both significance, and cohesiveness and by the standards established in Chapter 78,
Turning Mill meets the criteria for designation as an NCD.

3

24 Demar Road (1997), 28 Partridge Road (2000), 56 Turning Mill Road (2015), 33 Partridge Road (2017)
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Techbuilt

Peacock Farm Contemporary

Turning Mill Raised Ranch

Turning Mill Split-level

Chalet

Shed Modern

Figure 3: Representative building types
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Figure 4: Example of neighborhood character with woodland setting and feeling, natural setting, privacy
screening, houses that blend in with the natural landscape

Figure 5: Landscape Character showing extensive tree cover and protected open space
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V. Proposed Turning Mill NCD Bylaw Content
Chapter 78, Lexington’s NCD Enabling Bylaw, establishes the procedures for adopting and
administering the proposed Turning Mill NCD but the NCD must develop its own by-law for Town
Meeting consideration, specifying the authority to be vested in an NCD Commission that would be
appointed to administer the Turning Mill NCD should Town Meeting vote to approve, and developing
regulations and guidelines to direct the Commission in its management of the NCD.
Chapter 78 defines regulations as “mandatory regulations which describe the authority vested in the
NCD Commission”, while guidelines are “advisory” and intended “to guide the review of proposed
Construction and/or Alteration” in the NCD. In addition, the chapter sets out in section 78-5 C. a set of
“Exemptions from review,” which specifies eight categories of construction and/or alteration, all of
which are exempt from NCD Commission review and cannot be regulated by the Commission.
The intent of the NCD Study Committee has been to draft regulations and guidelines for the
proposed Turning Mill NCD that focus on the two main concerns residents voiced in the preliminary
neighborhood discussions:
1) Ensure compatible scale, materials, and design in cases of demolition, construction, and alteration,
and
2) Encourage the retention of the natural woodland setting of the neighborhood to respect the
privacy of abutters, conserve the wild and plant life of the area, and maintain the informal, naturalistic
woodland setting of the neighborhood.

A. Purpose Statement
These concerns can be further defined as a statement of purpose, which is:
(1) Distinctive Character: to recognize the unique and distinctive character of the Turning Mill

neighborhood including the design consistency and modest scale of its Mid Century Modern
buildings and their materials, and the careful siting of buildings in a woodland landscape that
retains the natural topography, augmented with native trees, shrubs and planting that help
sustain wildlife and provide a feeling of privacy and seclusion;
(2) Preservation: to conserve and preserve Turning Mill’s existing buildings and encourage

construction and alteration that complements and is compatible with those buildings and
structures, and their setting and character;
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(3) Participate in Planning: to provide residents and property owners with the opportunity to

participate in planning the future and dynamic improvement of the Turning Mill
neighborhood;
(4) Educate Community: to promote wider public knowledge and appreciation for the Turning

Mill neighborhood by serving as an information resource on the history of the neighborhood
and on compatible materials, methods, and options for caring for and maintaining MidCentury Modern houses and landscapes; and
(5) Residents’ Public Welfare: to enhance the public welfare by offering current and future

residents of Lexington the opportunity to live and work in a significant and historic MidCentury Modern neighborhood.

B. Regulations: Mandatory requirements which describe the authority vested in
the NCD Commission
The NCD Study Committee recommends that a Turning Mill NCD Commission’s regulations be
structured to review:
(1) Demolition of an existing building, or of a structure over 200 square feet of floor area or 10

feet in height. As used throughout the regulations and guidelines, "structure" means any
combination of materials other than a building, including a sign, fence, wall, terrace, walk or
driveway;
(2) Construction of a building or alteration of an existing building, or of a structure over 200

square feet of floor area or 10 feet in height if the building or alteration is visible from a
public way;
(3) Alteration of an existing building or of a structure that would involve the removal and

replacement of the building or structure’s siding, windows, and trim with materials not
matching or substantially similar in dimensions, texture, proportion, design, thickness, scale,
and exposure only if the alteration would be visible from a public way
(4) Changes in topography due to construction of a building or structure that would require

excavation to modify the existing topography, or erection of retaining walls of more than 4
feet of vertical exposure. The intent is to work with the natural topography as much as
possible and minimize alterations. Criteria to evaluate topography changes include impact on
neighbors and the control of ground water;
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(5) Landscaping Changes: The intent of the regulations on landscaping changes is to preserve

the “woodland setting”, “privacy” and “nature” characteristics of the neighborhood which
neighbors identified as important to making the neighborhood unique. When trees are
removed for good reasons, they can be replaced in a way that preserves the neighborhood
character. The NCD Commission will review the removal of any tree as Protected by the
Tree Bylaw as part of new construction or alteration that otherwise requires NCD
Commission review. New construction, home additions and complete demolition and
replacement of a home should support the retention of mature, healthy landscape materials
and planting of new greenery, preserve the existing grade of the property where possible and
encourage separation and privacy between properties using natural materials.
a. A before and after tree and shrub plan will be required and approved before the
commencement of any tree removal, excavation, re-grading or construction. For
additions, this plan would be simple and focused on the limited area of development.
For reconstruction, a full landscape plan for the lot is required. A 25-foot tree removal
buffer zone can be planned around where the new structure will be located, not where
the old structure is located prior to demolition.
b. When a tree with 6 inches or larger diameter is removed, a replacement tree with a
minimum of 3-inch diameter is required. An exception to tree replacement is if trees
are growing too close together and the thinning out of the trees will help the
remaining trees flourish.
c. Tree and shrub screening in side and rear setback areas must be added, preserved or
replaced in kind. When a tree with 6” or larger diameter is removed, a replacement
tree with a minimum of 3” diameter is required. An exception to tree replacement is if
trees are growing too close together and the thinning out of the trees will help the
remaining trees flourish. Installation of lawns in the 15 feet setbacks in the rear and
sides should be in addition to, but not instead of, privacy screening.
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C. Exemptions: Exempt from NCD Commission review and cannot be regulated by
the Commission
The Turning Mill NCD Study Commission proposes and recommends that the authority of the
Turning Mill NCD Commission shall not extend to the following categories, which shall be exempt
from review as specified in Chapter 78-5 C.:
(1) Temporary structures;
(2) Interior alterations;
(3) Storm windows, storm doors and screens;
(4) Color;
(5) Accessory buildings of less than 120 square feet of floor area and less than 10 feet in height;
(6) Alterations and Exterior Architectural Features that are not visible from the public way or other

areas open to public access, including but not limited to, a public street, public way, public park
or public body of water;
(7) Ordinary maintenance, repair, or replacement in kind of Exterior Architectural Features and

Landscaping Features and/or changes made to meet requirements deemed by the Building
Commissioner to be necessary for public safety because of an unsafe or dangerous condition; and
(8) Changes explicitly permitted by other laws, including but not limited to laws related to zoning,

subdivision control, and fair housing, and in addition, the Turning Mill Study Commission
further proposes and recommends the following also be exempt from review;
(9) Skylights and solar panels installed parallel to, and in close contact with, the plane of the roof;
(10) Fences four feet high or less and their equal-height entry gates;
(11) Handicapped-accessible ramps; and
(12) Plant material replaced in kind or similar in type or function.

D. Guidelines: Advisory intended to guide the review of proposed Construction
and/or Alteration in the NCD
Guidelines are suggestions based on observations and principles designed to preserve the unique
characteristics of the neighborhood. The guidelines are intended to advise and preserve the
neighborhood character over time and educate property owners on design and aesthetic principles
prevalent in Turning Mill.
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In determining the compatibility of proposed demolition, construction, or alteration in the Turning
Mill NCD, as called for above, the Turning Mill NCD Study Committee recommends that a Turning
Mill NCD Commission be guided in its decision-making by the Decision Criteria in Chapter 78-6 and,
in the initial period following the establishment of a Turning Mill NCD by Guidelines 1. – 8. listed
below. As directed in Chapter 78-8, within 36 months following the establishment of a Turning Mill
NCD, the Turning Mill NCD Commission will be directed to hold a public hearing to consider
modifications to these guidelines or adopt any further guidelines which it determines to be necessary to
carry out its duties:
1. Exterior siding: The original materials used were almost always vertical or horizontal cedar or
plywood (T1-11) siding. In addition to choosing to use the original materials, new and modern
alternatives such as cement shingles and other materials with contemporary design principles are
encouraged;
2. Windows: Windows are a very important architectural and aesthetic element of these homes and
replacement can be difficult to do correctly while maintaining the appropriate style, largely
because of the vertical-grooved siding. The large glass panels and minimal frame dimensions are
key features to be preserved.
a. Tech-Built style: windows in these houses are held in place by what are called “stops”.
This is true of both the clerestory windows and the other “conventional” windows. These
windows can easily be replaced while maintaining the same aesthetic.
b. Peacock Farm style, Holiday homes, Turning Mill splits and other house types:
i. The clerestory windows are pieces of glass which are held in place by “stops”
located on both the interior and exterior of the glass. For best results, use a
professional glazier with good carpentry skills for removal of the old glass and for
measuring, ordering, making new stops and installation of the new thermos-pane
glass. Because of a significant difference in thickness, the new glass must be
measured for and mounted differently than the original glass.
ii. We believe that all other windows in these houses are the steel “Hope” windows.
Some of the vertical siding must be removed all around the window in order to
access the nailing fin and remove the old window. There are 3 ways to approach
this. Knowledge of how the old windows were installed is essential for 2 and 3
below. Good carpentry skills are essential in every case.
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1. In order to achieve the narrowest window profile, the siding must be
removed. This approach deviates slightly from the architects’ original
design intent.
2. In order to achieve a medium profile around your new windows, some
minimum amount of siding must be removed all around each window. The
vertical siding on the sides can be replaced for the same look. Top and
bottom replacement requires horizontal replacement pieces.
3. You can also opt for a conventional, wide-profile trim around your new
windows by removing more siding all around your windows. This results
in the most deviation from the architects’ original design intent.
3. Panel and trim details: panels at banded windows and other trim elements were made of
plywood. When replacing damaged plywood, flat, exterior grade plywood or a flat, painted PVC
panel material are both good options. A high-quality paint job will extend the life of the plywood
panels.

Materials

like

zinc,

copper,

aluminum

panels

are

acceptable

to

achieve

modern/contemporary design appearance;
4. Garage and storm doors: wooden or paintable doors with a flat profile are preferred; paneled or
embossed or vinyl doors should be avoided;
5. Roofing: tar and gravel on flat roofs was the standard roofing material in original construction;
EPDM/rubber membrane roofing in gray or black and metal roofing are acceptable replacements
for the tar and gravel roofs. Drip edges were originally copper but aluminum is a good
alternative. Bronze colored aluminum will not show staining caused by decaying organic
materials;
6. Fencing: stone walls and split rail or other open wood fencing are preferred; fencing should be
minimal; vinyl or PVC materials, and defining boundaries with walls and fences should be
avoided in most cases;
7. Landscaping:
a. Types of planting: plants native to or adaptive in the woodland zone are preferred,
including Eastern Hardwoods (oak, hickory, beech, red maple, birch) and pines; hearty
and drought tolerant plants and broadleaf evergreen shrubs (laurel, rhododendron) are
preferred for understory plantings with shade and drought tolerant fescues for lawn areas;
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invasive (like Norway Maple) and species under threat of disease, like Hemlock, should
not be used.;
b. Style of landscaping: informal, naturalistic plantings to enhance privacy are encouraged;
formal hedges, straight line hedges, regular spacing of shrubs, and defining boundaries
with hedges should be avoided. The intent is not a heavily wooded front yard, but modest
front yard screening is required to preserve the woodland character. Mixing perimeter
trees with understory shrubs like mountain laurel, rhododendrons and azaleas contribute
to privacy and the woodland look. Installation of lawns should be in addition to, but not
instead of, trees and shrubs;
c. On-going maintenance: landscape maintenance by existing property owner encourages
the retention of mature, healthy landscape materials and planting of new greenery,
preserves the existing grade of the property where possible and encourages separation
and privacy between properties using natural materials. The removal of any tree having a
diameter of six inches (6") DBH or larger or having an aggregate diameter of fifteen
inches (15") DBH or larger as part of on-going maintenance by property owner within
the setback area (see diagram) should be considered very deliberately and in concert
with the adjacent neighbor. When a tree with 6” or larger diameter is removed, a
replacement tree with a minimum of 3 inch diameter is encouraged. An exception to tree
replacement is if trees are growing too close together and the thinning out of the trees will
help the remaining trees flourish ; and;
8. Paving: asphalt paving is quite common currently in the neighborhood and is acceptable.
Pervious paving materials could be considered if possible and appropriate for the site, including
washed stone, washed stone on brick base, compacted stone and stone dust, bank run gravel, and
rolled aggregate.
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VI. Proposed Turning Mill NCD Bylaw
DRAFT
Article XXXX Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Code of the of the Town of Lexington by adding a new
Chapter 78A entitled “Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District,” or take any other action in
relation thereto:
Chapter 78A. Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District
§ 78A-1. PURPOSES
Pursuant to Chapter 78 of the Code of the Town of Lexington, this Chapter establishes the Turning
Mill Neighborhood Conservation District (Turning Mill NCD) for the following purposes:
A. to recognize the unique and distinctive character of the Turning Mill neighborhood including
the architectural design consistency and modest scale of its Mid-Century Modern Buildings
and their materials, and the careful siting of Buildings in a woodland landscape that retains
the natural topography, augmented with native trees, shrubs and plantings that help sustain
wildlife and provide a feeling of privacy and seclusion;
B. to conserve and preserve Turning Mill’s existing Buildings and encourage Construction and
Alteration that complements and is compatible with those Buildings and Structures, and their
Setting and character;
C. to provide residents and property owners with the opportunity to participate in planning the
future and dynamic improvement of the Turning Mill neighborhood;
D. to promote wider public knowledge and appreciation for the Turning Mill neighborhood by
serving as an information resource on the history of the neighborhood and on compatible
materials, methods, and options for caring for and maintaining Mid-Century Modern houses
and landscapes; and
E. to enhance the public welfare by offering current and future residents of Lexington the
opportunity to live and work in a significant and historic Mid-Century Modern
neighborhood.
§ 78A-2. Boundaries
The Turning Mill NCD shall comprise the area shown on the boundary map of the NCD as recorded
with the Middlesex South Registry of Deeds pursuant to Chapter 78-4A.
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§ 78A-3. Definitions
The following terms shall mean as follows when used in this Chapter. All capitalized terms not
defined in this Chapter are used as defined in Chapter 78 of the Code of the Town of Lexington.
Commission – The Turning Mill NCD Commission established pursuant to Chapter 78A-4.
Privacy Screening – Natural plantings to enhance privacy by, among other things, planting a mix of
perimeter trees with understory shrubs like mountain laurel, rhododendrons and azaleas, contributing to
privacy and enhancing the characteristic woodland aesthetic. The existence of trees and understory bush
and shrubs that serve to partially “hide” the sight of neighboring property elements thus creating the
illusion of being surrounded by open space. Where sloping land is involved, upslope properties may be
able to provide the most effective privacy screening.
Protected Tree – Shall mean any tree considered a Protected Tree under the Town’s Tree Bylaw,
Chapter 120 of the Code of the Town of Lexington. In addition, Protected Trees shall also include any
tree located outside of a setback area that otherwise meets the definition of a Protected Tree under
Chapter 120.
Setback Area – The minimum setback area around a lot shall be measured in accordance with the
larger dimension of 30 feet from the front and 15 feet from the two sides and from the rear of the lot,
and the minimum front yard, side yard and rear yard dimensional requirements under the Zoning Bylaw
of the Town of Lexington. For the purposes of establishing the setback area in which the provisions of
this Chapter shall apply, the measurement shall be from any point on any property line of the lot, to
points along an imaginary line drawn representing the setback area as specified.
§ 78A-4. TURNING MILL NCD COMMISSION
The Commission shall be appointed pursuant to the terms of the Chapter 78-4, and the following
additional requirements:
A. Members of the Commission appointed by the Town Manager shall be selected from a pool of
candidates nominated by vote of Property Owners in the NCD.
B. Notwithstanding the provisions of Chapter 78A-4.B, no neighbor representative member of the
Commission may serve more than two consecutive terms. A member of the Commission may
serve additional terms provided at least a year has elapsed since that member last served on the
Commission.
§ 78A-5. REVIEW OF CONSTRUCTION AND ALTERATIONS
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A. Commission review shall be required for the following unless otherwise exempted from review
pursuant to this Chapter or Chapter 78:
1. Demolition of an existing Building, or of a Structure over 200 square feet of floor area or
over 10 feet in height;
2. Construction of a Building or Alteration of an existing Building, or of a Structure over
200 square feet of floor area or over 10 feet in height if the Building or Alteration would
be visible from a public way;
3. Alteration of an existing Building or of a Structure that would involve the removal and
replacement of the Building or Structure’s siding, windows, and trim with materials not
matching or substantially similar in dimensions, texture, proportion, design, thickness,
scale, and exposure only if the Alteration would be visible from a public way;
4. Construction of a Building or Structure that would require excavation to modify the
existing topography, or erection of retaining walls of more than 4 feet of vertical
exposure; and
5. the removal of any Protected Tree in conjunction with Construction or Alteration of a
Building or of a Structure unless either documented by a licensed arborist to be necessary
because of imminent demise or hazard, or evident to the untrained eye to be irreparably
damaged.
B. The following shall be exempt from review under this Chapter:
1. Any Building, Structure, Setting or activity exempt from review pursuant to Chapter
78.5.C.
2. Skylights and solar panels installed parallel to, and in close contact with, the plane of the
roof;
3. Handicapped-accessible ramps; and
4. Plant material replaced in kind or similar in type or function.
C. Except as otherwise provided in this Chapter or Chapter 78 no Building or Structure, within the
Turning Mill NCD shall be Constructed, Demolished or Altered in any way unless the
Commission has issued a Certificate of Compatibility, a Certificate of Non-Applicability, or a
Certificate of Hardship in accordance with Chapter 78 and this Chapter.
D. Review Guidelines:
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The Commission shall apply the criteria in Chapter 78-6 and the following guidelines in reviewing
applications pursuant to this Chapter and Chapter 78. The Commission may, in its discretion, permit
variances from these Guidelines where necessary to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
the Fair Housing Act, or any other applicable Federal or State law, or where the Commission determines
that such variances do not substantially detract from the purposes of this Chapter.
1. Landscaping: All landscaping Alterations in conjunction with new Construction, home
additions and complete home Demolition and replacement and visible from a public way
are reviewable by the Commission in accordance with the following:
(a)

Applicants shall submit a before and after landscaping plan to the
Commission before the commencement of any excavation, re-grading,
Construction or tree removal. For additions, the required plan scope should
include the limited area of development. For reconstruction, a full landscape
plan of the lot is required.

(b)

Privacy Screening is encouraged. Informal, naturalistic plantings to enhance
privacy and the retention of mature, healthy landscape materials are preferred.
Formal hedges, straight line hedges, regular spacing of shrubs, and defining
boundaries with hedges should be avoided. A heavily wooded front yard is not
required, but modest front yard screening is preferred to preserve the
woodland character. Installation of lawns should be in addition to, but not
instead of, trees and shrubs.

(c)

Plants native to or adaptive in the woodland zone are preferred, including
eastern hardwoods (oak, hickory, beech, red maple, birch) and pines. Hearty
and drought tolerant plants and broadleaf evergreen shrubs (laurel,
rhododendron) are preferred for understory plantings with shade and drought
tolerant fescues for lawn areas. Invasive species (such as Norway Maple) and
species under threat of disease (such as hemlock) should not be used.

2. Tree Removal: Protected Trees within the Setback Area are governed by Chapter 120
and shall not be subject to Commission review. Where removal of a Protected Tree is
proposed outside of the Setback Area, the Commission may require its replacement with
a tree measuring at least three inches in diameter at breast height (“DBH”) as defined in
Chapter 120.
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Additionally, if a Protected Tree is removed during the 12 months

preceding an application to the Commission, a tree removal and mitigation proposal
regarding the Protected Trees previously already removed must submitted to the
Commission.
3. Exterior siding: The Commission will consider the use of original materials to replace
existing siding appropriate. In addition, the Commission may also approve the use of
modern alternatives such as cement shingles and other materials with contemporary
design principles.
4. Windows: Windows should be replaced with windows of a similar style, shape, and
external appearance as existing windows. However, changes to the overall appearance of
windows and surrounding architectural features of Buildings and Structures in which they
are located may be accepted where such changes are otherwise consistent with the
purposes of this Chapter.
5. Panel and trim details: When replacing damaged plywood, flat, exterior grade plywood
or flat, painted PVC panel material are permitted. Use of materials such as zinc, copper,
or aluminum to achieve modern or contemporary design appearance is also acceptable.
6. Garage and storm doors: Wooden or paintable doors with a flat profile are preferred.
Paneled or embossed or vinyl doors should not be used.
7. Roofing: EPDM/rubber membrane roofing in gray or black, shingle and metal roofing
are acceptable replacements for existing tar and gravel roofs. Copper and aluminum drip
edges are also acceptable.
8. Roof design: The design of the roof either should be a shallow pitch of up to 4:12 or an
asymmetric roof line which can have a slightly steeper pitch.
9. Fencing: Stone walls and split rail or other open wood fencing are preferred. Fencing
should be minimal. Vinyl or PVC materials, and defining boundaries with walls and
fences should not be used.
10. Paving: Asphalt paving is acceptable. Pervious paving materials could be considered if
possible and appropriate for the site, including washed stone, washed stone on brick base,
compacted stone and stone dust, bank run gravel, and rolled aggregate.
11. Demolitions. In addition to all other applicable criteria, the Commission may consider
the following with respect to applications for Demolition:
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(a)

The likelihood that either the owner or some other person is willing to
purchase, preserve, rehabilitate or restore the Building or Structure at issue;
and

(b)

Whether the owner has made reasonable efforts to locate a purchaser, or other
person, to preserve, rehabilitate and restore the Building or Structure.
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VII. Appendices
Appendix A. Chronology of pre-petition neighborhood meetings
May 20, 2015: Planning Board holds first “Listening Session” for the public to voice their concerns
about residential planning policy in Lexington, Neighborhood Conservation Districts are mentioned as a
possible preservation tool for the town to explore.
June 6, 2015: The Residential Policy Committee (RPC), a sub-committee of the Planning Board, is
formed to examine the feedback from the public and prioritize possible zoning policy initiatives to
pursue at Annual Town Meeting 2016. During the RPC process, the enabling Neighborhood
Conservation District bylaw was prioritized. The recommendation was brought to the Planning Board.
September 12, 2015: Turning Mill neighbors set-up a bulletin board at the annual Pancake Palooza
to solicit feedback from neighbors regarding what qualities make it special or unique place to live.
January/February 2016: The neighbors organized a series of coffees to begin discussions regarding
the possibility for the Turning Mill neighborhood to consider forming an NCD. These coffees are held:
January 8, January 24, January 25 (2 meetings), January 28 and February 7.
March 23, 2016:

ATM 2016 voted to approve the enabling NCD bylaw (now Chapter 78:

Neighborhood Conservation Districts)
May 1, 2016:

Turning Mill neighbors with representation from the Lexington Historical

Commission held a structured “post-it” session to brainstorm and identify the top qualities of the
neighborhood an NCD should be designed to preserve.
May 15, 2016: Turning Mill neighbors distributed a flyer to all neighbors documenting the results
of the May 1 meeting, including a list of the top characteristics of the neighborhood to be preserved as
well as the next steps in the NCD process.
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June 15, 2016: Turning Mill neighbors submitted 14 signatures with a petition to the Historical
Commission for their consideration of the Turning Mill neighborhood to begin the NCD process. They
accepted the petition and agreed to hold the public hearing.
July 20, 2016:

Public Hearing for all Turning Mill neighbors. Historical Commission heard

comments from the public and voted to proceed with the formation of a Study Committee.
November 2016: Town Manager formally appointed the Turning Mill NCD Study Committee. The
commission convened its first public meeting on November 15, 2016 and held a series of meetings to
conduct a study of whether a Turning Mill NCD would be appropriate.
April 4, 2017: The NCD Study Committee voted to accept the Draft study report for distribution and
comment.
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Appendix B. Pre-petition meeting flyers

Do You Love Our
Neighborhood?
Join with Turning Mill neighbors for a discussion
about conserving our neighborhood’s architectural
and natural character!
The Lexington Planning Board will be bringing an article to the 2016 Annual
Town Meeting allowing neighborhoods to create Neighborhood Conservation
Districts (NCDs). A group of your neighbors would like to start a conversation
about how an NCD can help conserve the things we love about our neighborhood. The bylaw, in draft form, can be viewed at http://tinyurl.com/hovj6jh.
To accommodate as many as possible, several house meetings will be held.
Please RSVP to turningmillncd@gmail.com to attend on a date that is
convenient for you. Refreshments will be served. Sessions may fill up due to
limited space capacity. We will add more sessions if necessary. If you choose two
dates that work for you, that could be helpful.
Friday, January 8, 2016
Sunday, January 24
Monday, January 25
Monday, January 25
Thursday, January 28
Sunday, February 7

10:00 AM
2:00 PM
10:00 AM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
2:00 PM

21 Turning Mill Rd (Diane Pursley)
45 Turning Mill Rd (Tina McBride)
45 Turning Mill Rd
2 Grimes Rd (Bob Creech)
2 Grimes Rd
21 Turning Mill Rd

Come to a meeting to discuss these important questions:
• What is an NCD?
• Why would we want an NCD in our neighborhood?
• Could an NCD benefit me?
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Appendix C. Neighborhood property owner petition and boundary
Petition for Designation of a Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District (NCD)
1. Description of cohesiveness of the NCD Area in terms of scale, size, type of construction,
materials or scale or age of building in the NCD Area or its land use patterns and landscaping
that make it appropriate for this designation.
The preliminary area of the proposed NCD area is cohesive because of many characteristics,
including its woodland setting and feeling, mid-century modern architectural style, the modest size and
height of the homes (referred to as “responsible homes”) and its land use patterns and house placements
with respect to maintaining privacy. The majority of the homes were built between 1958 and 1968 using
similar design and building material choices.
The Turning Mill neighborhood is significant to the architectural history of Lexington. It was part of
the mid-century modernist movement and it is one of the nation’s large concentrations of Mid-century
modern homes with approximately 150 dwellings.
2. General outline of the scope of the Regulations and Guidelines that would be proposed for the
NCD
“A gentle set of NCD rules and/or guidelines” was a guiding principle when communicating the
need for a Turning Mill NCD. As we are in the middle of an active reconstruction cycle throughout
Lexington, it is clear that our neighborhood’s history and character need protection. The rush of
reconstruction could mean the loss of the vast majority of our mid-century homes and the destruction of
the environmental aspects of our neighborhood character. The goal is not to over-burden neighbors with
complicated rules, but to protect, overall, our neighborhood’s unique cohesiveness which has developed
organically over the past 60 years.
Guiding Principles for the Turning Mill NCD
-

-

-

Know the characteristics that make our neighborhood special and incorporate them into the design of
additions and alterations. This includes architectural style and character; the existing grade of the lot;
the sizing/massing of both old and new structures; the location and setback of homes to maintain the
sightlines of the street
Replace trees that are removed with native trees in a location deemed suitable by the homeowner to
conserve the woodland setting and feeling of the neighborhood. See www.turningmill.org for ideas.
Provide natural screening between properties and between dwellings and the street. A lot of fencing
has never been part of our neighborhood. However, when fencing is desired, wooden or natural
materials should be used.
Carefully consider the wildlife and their habitats. Most everything we remove serves a purpose for
them. They are sharing their space with us and not the other way around.
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-

-

Use pervious surfaces when possible. Consult with the neighborhood website (www.turningmill.org)
regarding window replacement information and energy efficiency ideas
Keeping the same exterior elements will go a long way toward keeping our neighborhood look and
feel. Windows, doors and siding can completely change a home’s appearance. See the neighborhood
website (www.turningmill.org) for several examples. You can see how it will look before you
commit and spend.
There are many recent examples of reconstruction in Lexington that leave the next door neighbor
with a view of a house wall instead of the sky and trees. In our neighborhood this will not happen if
the original house location is honored.
Changes exempt from review
- Temporary Structures.
- Interior Alterations.
- Storm windows, storm doors and screens.
- Colors.
- Accessory Structures of less than 120 square feet of floor area and less than 15 feet in height.
- Skylights and solar panels.
- Exterior features of a Building or Structure and its Setting not visible from a public way or other

area open to public access.
- The ordinary maintenance, repair or replacement in kind of Exterior Architectural Features and/or
changes made to meet the requirements deemed necessary by the Building Inspector for public safety
because of an unsafe or dangerous condition.
- Handicapped-accessible ramps.
- Replacement of window(s) similar in size, style and material. Please see the neighborhood website
for examples (www.turningmill.org).
- Similar or in kind replacement of plant material.
- Replacement of siding materials and trim with similar dimension, orientation and material.
Changes subject to Review
All Construction, Alteration, or Demolition.
- Construction of a new Building or Structure.
- Demolition of an existing Building or Structure.
- Alteration or Construction of an Addition to an existing Building or Structure which requires a
building permit and that is more than 900 SF of above ground living area.
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- Alteration of the existing landscape by removal of significant shrubbery over 5 feet in height or
trees over 8” in diameter except trees over 35 feet in height that are closer than 25 feet from the house,
garage or carport. A suggestion would be to replace a removed tree with a native tree in a location
deemed appropriate by the homeowner.
- Cut or fill of 3 feet or more
- Addition of asphalt paving or impervious surface
- Exterior lighting that shines on adjacent properties
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Specific Considerations for New House Construction:
Review of the design of a new Building or Structure or addition to an existing Building or Structure
shall be made with regard to the general compatibility of the building with its surroundings, and the
following elements of the proposal shall be among those considered:
1. Site layout. Placement of a proposed new house to maintain privacy, minimize impact on wildlife
and trees and preserve sightlines from the street. By honoring the location of the original house, this can
be achieved.
2. Volume and dimensions of the Building or Structure. In an effort to maintain compatible house
sizes, encourage houses no greater than 4500 SF of above ground living area.
3. Provision for open space and landscaping.
4. The scale and massing of the Building or Structure in relation to its surroundings and to the
immediate neighbors.
5. Provisions for driveways and parking.
6. The effect on the water table or subsoil conditions of adjacent properties.
7. Ours is a wet neighborhood so we must consider increased water runoff to nearby properties.
Specific Considerations for Alteration or Addition to Existing House
- The architectural or historical significance of the Building or Structure to be altered: The extent to
which the integrity of the original design or style has been retained or previously diminished.
- The potential adverse effect of the Alteration of, or proposed addition to the existing Building or
Structure on the neighboring properties, the immediate streetscape and on the District as a whole
Specific Considerations for Demolition
- The architectural or historical significance of the Building or Structure of which any portion is to
be demolished.
- The physical condition of the Building or Structure and its subsoil conditions, if applicable. We
acknowledge that some houses may have to come down.
- The design of any replacement Building(s) or Structure(s) in relation to the neighborhood
characteristics defined to be preserved with the creation of the neighborhood conservation district.
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Appendix D. NCD Area property data spreadsheet
Data as of May 9, 2017.
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Appendix E. NCD Area alteration permit spreadsheet (Time period: original
construction through 2012)
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Appendix F. Design Sources that Define the Distinctive Characteristics of Lexington’s
Mid Century Modern Buildings
The National Register (NR) nomination for “Mid-Century Modern Houses of Lexington” provides a
thorough overview of design sources that define the distinct characteristic of the town’s historic postWorld War II modernist residences. The following design characteristics, excerpted from the NR
nomination form, are present in the Turning Mill NCD Area and provide additional insight into the
NCD’s distinctive character.
•

Freedom in form and plan. By setting aside preconceived ideas of architecture, Modernism
created a clean slate, which in practice usually translated into a single rectangular prism or a
group of related rectangular prisms. Modernists were not opposed to curved shapes, but
concern for keeping the cost reasonable (see below), as well as a preference for simplicity,
typically resulted in the boxy shape that was praised or condemned, depending upon one's
aesthetic outlook.

•

A lack of decorative detail, especially details that referred to earlier architectural styles.
Modernists rejected the ornamentation of past architecture, but at the same time, they did not
accept the idea that Modernist buildings were necessarily plain, dull, and all the same.
Instead, they believed that elements such as cantilevered spaces overhanging basement
levels, wood and brick screens, exposed roof beams and other structural elements, skylights,
and projecting shelters over doorways made up a palette of functionally justifiable elements
with which, along with a judicious use of color, architects could create a wide variety of
designs.

•

An overall horizontality created by flat or shallow-pitched shed or gable roofs; even
Modernist houses of two or three levels generally appear horizontal when they are set into
slopes. Horizontality is not in itself intrinsic to Modernist architecture; otherwise, skyscraper
office buildings and high-rise apartment complexes would be impossible. But in the case of
the single-family house, the needs of the family could almost always be met on one or two
levels. In the Modernist sensibility, having bedrooms in a secondary wing was a much more
direct solution than shoehorning them into an upper-level space formed by a steeply pitched
roof, so roof pitches were kept to the minimum imposed by climatic conditions. The increase
in horizontality created by wide overhangs of the roof also had a functional aspect: the
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overhangs protected the siding below from weather, and in summer, shaded the house from
some of the sun's rays.
•

Use of bands of windows or entire glass walls, rather than individual windows. In earlier
styles of architecture, the arrangement of windows could create symmetry for the façade or
delineate the various levels of the house, and windows frequently were one of the main
locations for added ornamentation. None of this was of interest to the Modernists. Instead,
the location and extent of glass was determined by the needs of the spaces within or by the
desire to connect the inside with the outside.

•

Interior plans that are open and informal. The young families for whom Modernist houses
were designed were perceived to be more interested in space that could serve a variety of
functions (family meals, evening relaxation, children's play, entertainment of friends) rather
than having separate rooms for each activity. Consequently, the houses almost always had a
large combined living room and dining space, many times with the kitchen and/or entry hall
only partially partitioned off. A fireplace was regarded as a highly desirable amenity for any
American home, and the Modernists, almost without exception, provided some sort of
fireplace or hearth that would serve as the center of the family's living space.

•

A close union between the interior and the exterior. Large glass walls giving onto terraces or
decks broke down the distinction between outside and inside activity areas. The outside was
easily accessible for play, recreation, or outside meals, and the glass allowed the occupants to
experience the scenic qualities of the setting at all times of the year.

•

A preference for natural materials, particularly stained wood siding and rough stone masonry.
Unlike the Modernist houses of the 1930s, in which concrete, stucco, or white-painted wood
exteriors and industrial fixtures like tube railings were in vogue, postwar Modernist houses in
the United States were much more likely to relate to their rural, wooded settings by
incorporating natural materials. In addressing American culture's longstanding Arcadian
thread, postwar Modernists created an architecture that went well beyond its European roots,
a development that probably made Modernism attractive to a much wider group of American
home buyers.

•

Careful attention to siting. Postwar Modernist houses in the United States usually were sited
so as to take advantage of specific topological or scenic conditions. As a result, Modernist
houses rarely duplicate the setback and orientation of their neighbors, and Modernist
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developments avoided a grid or other regular spacing of houses. A concern for a house's
setting, a preference for wooded settings and informal landscaping, the low roofline and
overall horizontal form of most Modernist houses, and the incorporation of natural materials
all recall the "organic architecture" principles of Frank Lloyd Wright. Wright himself did not
like to be associated with the Modernist movement, but his own work from the 1930s and
1940s, as well as his later writings on architecture, suggest that Wright was one of the
influences on postwar Modernists that led to a softening of the stark appearance associated
with the Bauhaus.
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Appendix G. "Middle Ridge; Modernist Suburban Development in Lexington,
Massachusetts 1956 - 1967", Barbara Kurze, May 28, 2010
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Appendix H. Draft opt-out letter for Turning Mill NCD (one sheet per property)
October 1, 2017
I, the undersigned owner of [property address_________________________], understand that my
property is included within the boundaries of the Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District
(NCD) Study Area.
I understand that the recommended Turning Mill Neighborhood Conservation District is planned to
be governed according to the Turning Mill NCD Bylaw that Town Meeting may accept at the Spring
2018 Lexington Town Meeting. I further understand that the text of the proposed bylaw is on the
Planning Board website at www.lexingtonma.gov/planning-board.
By

signing

below,

I

am

choosing

to

OPT

OUT

my

property

at

[property

address________________________________] from the proposed Turning Mill Neighborhood
Conservation District.

Property Owner Signature

Property Owner Name Printed

Property Owner Address
_________________________________
Date of Signature
This letter must be completed, signed and delivered by November 22, 2017 to:
Planning Office
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Town Office Building
1625 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, MA 02420
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Appendix I. Flow Chart

Town of Lexington NCD Commission Review Process Flowchart

For guidance only. For more information, please refer to the Chapter 78: NCD enabling bylaw

Applicant submits complete
application to NCD Commission
(see checklist) to start the process
for a building permit

Commission Chair determines
Level of Review within 14 days

no

Subject to
Review?

yes
Public Hearing called within 45
days

Receive Certificate of
Non-Applicability

Public Notice is sent to abutters
within 100 feet of property

Conduct Public Hearing

NCD Commission makes
determination

no determination
within 60 days of
application filing

Denial: Issue Certificate of Denial

Determination?

Approval (with
conditions)
Certificate of compatibility is
deemed granted

Issue Certificate of Compatibility
or Hardship within 7 days of
determination

Building Permit

Appeal to Joint Meeting of
Planning Board and Historical
Commission within 45 days

Approval: Issue
Decision Letter

Decision?

Denial: Issue Decision
Letter
Revised Date: 7/25/2017
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Appeal to local
Superior Court

